Bottle Wrappers

Print on regular paper and cut into strips. Wrap bottles or juice boxes and secure with tape or glue stick.
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Candy Bar Wrappers

Cut out, wrap around candy bar. Use tape or glue stick to close.

Candy Bar Wrappers

These wrappers are designed to fit regular-sized chocolate bars. Print on regular-weight paper for best results.
Candy Bar Wrappers | Cut out, wrap around candy bar. Use tape or glue stick to close.
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These wrappers are designed to fit regular-sized chocolate bars. Print on regular-weight paper for best results.
Candy Bar Wrappers | Cut out, wrap around candy bar. Use tape or glue stick to close.

These wrappers are designed to fit fun-sized chocolate bars. Print on regular-weight paper for best results.
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Party Pennant

Cut out the shapes, fold along dotted lines and hang over string. Secure with glue stick or tape.
Party Pennant

Cut out the shapes, fold along dotted lines and hang over string. Secure with glue stick or tape.
Party Pennant | Cut out the shapes, fold along dotted lines and hang over string. Secure with glue stick or tape.
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PRINT ON HEAVY CARD STOCK FOR BEST RESULTS.
Party Pennant | Cut out the shapes, fold along dotted lines and hang over string. Secure with glue stick or tape.
Party Hats

Cut out the bands then staple the ends together. Be sure Sparky® is the middle piece. Size to fit head and staple to close. Small heads need just two bands!
Party Hats

Cut out the bands then staple the ends together.
Be sure the fire truck is the middle piece. Size to fit head and staple to close. Small heads need just two bands!
Floor Graphics | This way to the party! Sparky® marks the spot. Print, cut out then tape to floor, walls or windows.
This way to the party! Sparky® marks the spot. Print, cut out then tape to floor, walls or windows.